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Abstract
Worldwide  lightning  location  (WWLL)  using  only  30  lightning  sensors  has  been  successfully achieved  by  using  only  VLF
propagation  in the  Earth-ionosphere  waveguide  (EIWG).  Ground  propagation  or  mixed  "sky"  and  ground  propagation  is
avoided  by  requiring  evidence  of  Earth-ionosphere  waveguide  dispersion.  A further  requirement  is that the  lightning  strike
must be inside the  perimeter defined  by the  lightning sensor sites detecting  the stroke.  Under these conditions, the time  and
the  location of the  stroke  can  be  determined,  along with  the  rms  errors.  Lightning  strokes  with  errors  exceeding  30 Ps  or
To  assist with  identifying impulses from  the  same lightning stroke, the  lightning sensor threshold is automatically adjusted to
allow an average detection rate of three per second. This largely limits detection  to the strongest 4%  of all lightning strokes, of
which about 40% meet the accuracy requirements for time  and location.
Keywords:  Lightning; VLF  propagation;  Earth-ionosphere waveguide
1. Introduction
T  his  lightning  location  network  was  conceived  by  Low  Fre- quency  Electromagnetic  Research  (LFEM),  set up  by  one  of
us  in Dunedin, New Zealand, on retirement  from  the University  of
Otago  where the first lightning  sensor was sited. The intention was
to locate the lightning strokes that trigger "red sprites,"  which were
being detected  by LFEM  both optically  and by  VLF perturbations
at two  sites near Darwin, Australia.  At that time  (1995-200 1),  the
only available  lightning  location  network  (Kattron, using time-of-
arrival)  served  southeast  Australia,  where  most  of the  population
resides.  Initially, LFEM used VLF MDF (magnetic  direction  find-
ing)  sensors at  the two Darwin sites, together with  a VLF time-of-
arrival (TOA)  sensor at  the Dunedin site.  This was  of limited suc-
cess,  even with  the  later addition  of VLF  time-of-arrival  at  Perth,
Australia.
It was  only when  three  more  sensors  were  set up  in August
2001,  at  Osaka,  Japan;  Singapore; and  Brisbane  that  there were  a
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sufficient  number of  sensor  sites  for  lightning  location  by  VLF
time-of-arrival  only  (no  magnetic  direction  finding).  While  the
geographical  extent of this  network  (70'  in  longitude,  800  in  lati-
tude)  was  far more  than  needed  for  sprites  seen  from  Darwin,  it
resulted  in LFEM being invited  as  an Industry Partner by the Aus-
tralian  Research  Council  to  develop  lightning  location  over
sparsely  populated  areas  in  the  northern  half of Australia.  This
made the Worldwide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN)  pos-
sible.
Gradually,  the  network  was  extended  via  contacts  long
known through international  scientific conferences  and ex-graduate
students now  spread  around  the world.  By the  beginning  of 2003,
the  lightning  location  network  (LLN)  had  become  worldwide
(WW).  Currently,  there  are  30  WWLLN  lightning receiving  sites
distributed around the world in longitude, and from the Antarctic to
the Arctic in latitude.
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The  use of the middle part of the VLF band (6 to 22 kHz  out
of 3 to  30 kHz  for the  full VLF band)  is ideal  for very-long-range
lightning  location.  Propagation  over  distances  of about  10,000 kmi
is conmmon,  but  since  the attenuation  in  this  band  is  around  1 or
2  dB per 1000 kmn  (depending on propagation  direction and time of
day),  the  attenuation  for propagation  'round  the world  (RTW),  or
even  half-way  around  the  world,  is  prohibitive.  In  any  case,  if a
sferic  arrived  at  a  lightning  sensor  from  a  lightning  stroke
10,000 kmn  distant,  but  after  traveling  three-quarters  of the  way
around the  world instead of one-quarter,  the time  of arrival would
be  so  wrong  so  that  the  location  would  simply  be  rejected.  At
higher frequencies  (LF, MF,  and HF), propagation  is  far more  lim-
ited in range  and unreliable  for location by timing, unless restricted
to groundwave propagation.
The WWLLN exclusively uses propagation in the Earth-iono-
sphere  wavegnide  (ELWG).  It  has  been  found  that  mixing  "sky-
wave"  (Earth-ionosphere  wavegnide)  propagation  with  "ground-
wave"  (line-of-sight)  propagation  leads to significant  LL (lightning
location)  errors.  This  has  long  been  known  in  the  case  of short-
range  (a  few  100  kmn)  networks  using time-of-arrival  and/or  mag-
netic direction  finding.  These avoid  skywave propagation by using
only the first few  microseconds of the lightning impulse [  1],  which
is equivalent  to limiting the low  frequencies to a few hundred kHz.
Earth-ionosphere  waveguide  propagation  shows  the  characteristic
phase  as  a  function  of frequency  shape  of waveguide  dispersion.
Superposition  of groundwave  signals  changes  this shape  to  give  a
bad correlation  with the theoretical  shape,  as  well  as  to give it the
opposite  trend.  Impulses  that  show  this  opposite  trend  are  not
included as genuine lightning impulses ("sferics").
VLF  propagation  in  the  Earth-ionosphere  waveguide  is
largely restricted  to the quasi-TE  and quasi-TM modes. The disper-
sionless TEM mode  is possible,  but highly attenuated  at VLF.  The
"quasi"  term  arises because  -unlike  a waveguide  formed by  two
infinite,  conducting,  parallel  planes  - the  upper bound  (the  iono-
sphere)  is not  sharply defined,  is  partly  a conductor  and  partly a
dielectric,  and  both  properties  depend  on  frequency.  The  lower
bound,  particularly  if  it  is  a  smooth  ocean,  is  a  much  better
approximation  to a horizontal plane  conductor. The boundary con-
ditions  at  this  conductor require  that the  horizontal  component  of
the  electric  field  be  zero,  so  only  the  TM  (transverse  magnetic)
modes,  the  electric  field of which  is vertical  at  the  smooth  ocean
surface, provide the VLF signal we need.
A  monochromatic  wave  propagating  in the Earth-ionosphere
waveguide  in  both  the  TM1  and  TM2  modes  can,  at  some point
along  the  path,  have  zero  amplitude  if the two  modes have  equal
amplitude  and opposite phase at that point. The 3 dB  bandwidth of
the spherics as seen by the lightning receivers  is over 3:1  (6 kHz to
22 kHz).  This  means  that  a  sferic  propagating  in  the  Earth-iono-
sphere  waveguide  in  both  the  TM1  and  TM2  modes  can,  at some
frequency along  the  path,  have  zero  amplitude  if the  two  modes
have  equal  amplitude  and  opposite  phase  at that frequency.  This
has been observed  [3],  but it is rarely significant,  and it is rejected
in any case if it affects the dispersion curve.
The typical lightning return-stroke  current decays to half peak
in about 40 9is [2.  The radiated pulse is dispersed into a wave train
in  the  Earth-ionosphere  waveguide.  For  10 Mmn  propagation,  the
amplitude of this wave train rises from the noise  floor to maximum
in about 200  gis,  and then decays to half maximum in about 400 gs
[3].  There thus is no sharp pulse  from which to measure the time of
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arrival.  Instead, we  do the following.  The VLF  signal,  comprising
the  sferics,  VLF  communication  transmissions,  power-line  har-
monics,  etc.,  is continuously  sampled  at  48 kS/s  -as  is the  GPS
PPS  (pulse  per  second)  for  precision  timing  -and  stored  in  a
buffer.  When  the  difference  between  two  consecutive  samples
exceeds  a  predetermined  threshold,  64  samples  are  grabbed  from
the buffer:  16  samples  (333  ýLs)  from before  the grab  and 48  sam-
ples (1000  gs) after, which contains the whole waveform. From the
rate-of-change  of wave phase with respect to  frequency, we get the
time of group arrival (TOGA) to within one microsecond or so  [3].
The  geometric  mean of the  band  limits  (6 kHz  and  22 kHz)
over which  we make the measurement  of the time  of group arrival
is  about  12 kHz.  At  this  frequency,  the  Earth-ionosphere
waveguide  group  velocity during  the  day is  equal  to  that  at  night
[61,  at  about 0.9922c  [0.9922  times the  speed of light in vacuum).
This  frequency  is near  the maximum  spectral  density of lightning
radiation  [7,  81,  which extends from a few  hertz to optical  frequen-
cies. The wavelength  of this maximum  is about 30 km.
3.  VLF Antennas
Most  of  the  antennas  discussed  in  this  journal  are  for
millimeter wavelengths,  so engineers  designing these need a drastic
rethink  when  the  wavelength  increases  some  seven-and-one-half
orders  of magnitude.  VLF  antennas  used  for  lightning  detection
have  dimensions  of  less  than  3 mn,  and  so  are  less  than  a  ten-
thousandth  of a wavelength.  Being so small,  loop antennas are sen-
sitive only to magnetic  fields, are impervious  to electric ficlds,  and
have very low  output impedance.  VLF magnetic  fields  are shielded
(cancelled)  by induced  currents,  so adequate  shielding  from  mag-
netic  fields  produced  by  electric-power  reticulation  on  university
and  institute  campuses  requiring  extremely  good  (and  so,  very
thick)  conductors  is not feasible.  At the  other extreme  are  vertical
whip  antennas  of about  1  mn  long,  "counterpoised"  by  a longer
metal  pole,  hand  rails,  etc.  Such  antennas  are  sensitive  only  to
electric  fields,  are  impervious  to  magnetic  fields,  and  have  very
high  output impedance  (almost  purely capacitive  at  around  15 pF;
the  impedance  at  10 klz  is  -lMOl).  VLF  electric  fields  are
shielded  (cancelled)  by  induced  charge,  so quite  poor  conductors
can  provide  adequate  shielding  from  electric  fields  produced  by
electric-power  reticulation  on  university  and  institute  campuses.
Having the power lines  underground  or behind the walls  and roofs
of ferro-concrete  buildings may thus be  all  that is needed.  What  is
to  be  avoided  is  the  unintentional  shielding  of the  VLF  electric
fields  of the  sferics:  the  lightning  impulses  needed  for  lightning
location.
For VLF  (A - 30kIa)  sources  within  about  5 km  (A212~r)  of
the  VLF antenna,  the induction  field dominates,  so  for the  dimen-
sions  of campuses  and city blocks,  VLF  can  be approximated  by
zero  frequency.  The  VLF-wave  electric  field  can  thus be  approxi-
mated  by  an  electrostatic  field.  As  pointed  out  in  Section 2,  the
electric  field  at a plane horizontal  ground  is vertical.  An ideal  site
for the VLF antenna would therefore be on a horizontal conducting
plane with horizontal dimensions of a few wavelengths.  Obviously,
such  a  site  is certainly not to be  found  on a university or institute
campus.  We have to compromise,  because we need  electric  power
for  the  VLF  receivers  and  processing  computers,  we  need  the
Internet  for  continuous  transmission of the  times of group  arrival,
and,  in  particular,  the  VLF receiving  sites must  be  convenient  to
the  authors  of  this  paper,  who  make  the  WWLLN  work.  This
means that  the  VLF  antennas  must be  suitably  sited  on  the  cam-
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ferent from the ideal horizontal conducting plane, greatly affect the
VLF  electric  field  in magnitude  and direction.  This can be used to
advantage:  suitable  sited  on  campus,  the  signal  from  the  VLF
antenna  can  be  greatly  enhanced;  badly  sited,  the  signal  from  the
VLF antenna can be reduced to the noise level.
Figure  1 shows  the  outline  of three  buildings  on  campus,
well-separated  from  other buildings  (buildings,  masts,  trees,  etc.,
not  shown  are  "infinitely"  remote).  All  three  buildings  have  flat
roofs,  free  of antennas  and  dishes,  and  even  free of parapets.  At
altitudes  of more than twice  the height of the tallest building,  the
equipotential  surfaces  are  nearly  plane,  nearly  horizontal,  and
nearly evenly spaced. The electric  field is thus nearly uniform, ver-
tical,  and nearly  independent  of altitude.  The  electric  field  is eve-
rywhere  normal to  the equipotential  surfaces,  and equal  in magni-
tude to the potential gradient:  high where consecutive  equipotential
surfaces are close together, and  low where they are far apart.
From  Figure 1, we see that the highest  electric  fields,  and so
the best VLF  antenna sites,  are  at (actually above)  a  or b, the out-
side edges  of the  roofs of tall buildings.  The  electric  field, being
normal  to  the  equipotential  surfaces,  is tilted  out  and  away  from
vertical, so the VLF antenna can  also be tilted with advantage.  This
is particularly  important  if the roof of the building  has a forest  of
antennas and dishes, as is often the case on buildings for geophysi-
cists  and  electrical  engineers.  The  roof  of the  middle  building
(above  c)  is partly shielded by the higher buildings  on  either side.
Comparing the distance of the equipotential  surface above this roof
at c with the distance of the same equipotential  surface from a or b
implies that a short (1 mn)  VLF antenna  site at c  would  receive only
a tenth of the field of one sited at a or  b.
Siting the VLF  antenna on the  ground between buildings at d
or e, or  close  to an  isolated tall  building  at f or g,  can result in no
usable signal at all.
4. Transmitter (Lightning-Stroke)
Identification
In  many  respects  - with  one  major difference  - the Omega
global  navigation  system  [4]  was  similar  to  the  WWLLN.
Although  Omega  appeared  to  use  phase  differences  at  different
frequencies,  this  was  equivalent  to  using  the  rate  of change  of
phase  with  respect to  frequency  to  get the  group travel  time  from
each transmitter  to  the  receiver.  Omega  thus  used  and  WWLLN
thus  uses the time of group  arrival:  Omega to get the receiver posi-
tion,  knowing  the  exact  location  of  the  VLF  transmitters,  and
WWLLN  to  get the  transmitter (lightning-stroke)  position, know-
ing the exact positions of the WWLLN receivers.
The  major  difference  between  Omega  and  WWLLN  is that
the  eight Omega transmitters  identified themselves  by transmitting
a unique frequency.  In contrast, a lightning impulse (sferic) appears
much the  same  as  any other.  Locating  lightning-stroke  X  requires
the times of group  arrival  at a minimum  of four receivers,  each  of
which  are receiving about  100 sferics per second from  distances  in
all directions of up to about 13  Mm.
Of the  four  (or  more)  WWLLN  sites  that  "see"  lightning-
stroke  X, the  nearest  to the  stroke  may  be only  1000 kmn  from  it,
while  the  furthest  may  be  over  13,000  kmn  from  it.  The  spread  in
times  of  group  arrival  would  thus  typically  be  about  30 ins.
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Superimposed  on this  set of times of group arrival are the times of
group arrival  from strokes  other than stroke X, which  are arriving
at these  WWLLN sites  at  a random rate of about  100 per  second,
and  so  with  a  typical  (but  very  variable)  separation  of around
10 ins.  This  means  that  several  sferics  (and  time-of-group-arrival
values) from  other strokes  will arrive at each  of the WWLLN sites
receiving  sferics  from stroke X during the 30 ms it takes to get the
sferics from stroke X. All of these times of group arrival  are sent to
the  central  processing  computer  (CPC)  for  analysis.  Each  time  of
group  arrival carries a label to say which WWLLN station received
it, but no label to say which lightning  stroke produced it.
To resolve this, consider the US nationwide network of ARSI
time-of-arrival  sensors  (see  [5,  Section  17.5,  p. 565]),  which used
about  60  time-of-arrival  receivers,  a  few  hundred  kmn  apart,  and
which  used  only  a  few  microseconds  of the  lightning  pulse  to
ensure  that the lightning  pulse  arrived  without a  skywave  compo-
nent. This meant  that a stroke to be detected occurred  within a few
hundred  kmn  of a  least  four  lightning  sensors.  The times  of arrival
(TOAs) could  all be the same  at each of the four stations, but were
more likely spread  over, say,  1 ins, corresponding to the furthest of
the  four lightning sensors  being  300 kmn  further from the  lightning
stroke than the nearest. The National Lightning  Detection Network
central processing  computer gets a short (  - 1  ins) clump of times of
arrival  from the designated  four lightning  sensors. Did this result in
overlapping clumps?
To  answer  that last  question, consider  the US  state,  Florida,
which  gets  the  most  lightning.  An  estimate  [5]  is  that  a  given
square  meter would  be struck  by  lightning  once  in  10  years,  or
Figure  1.  Electric  equipotential  surfaces  calculated  from
Laplace's  equation  (V2  = 0)  for the  boundary  conditions:  the
outline  of the three buildings  and the ground  (an infinite hori-
zontal  plane)  on  which  they  stand was  at  zero  potentiall,  and
the  top  border of this picture was  an infinite  horizontal plane
at 100% potential. All  were perfect conductors.  The equipoten-
tial surface immediately  above the buildings  and ground was at
2.5%. Thereafter, consecutive  equipotentiall surfaces  increased
in  5% steps,  except for the last step (2.5%).  Thus, beginning at
the  bottom,  the  percent  potentials  were:  0,  2.5,  7.5,  12.5,..
92.5, 97.5,  100. The electric  field  was  everywhere  normal to the
equipotential  surfaces.  The  letters  a,  b,  c,  ...  g  indicate  good
and bad locations  for the very small  VLF antenna, as  discussed
in the text.
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(a  circular  area  of  radius  -600  kmn  that  should  enclose  four  or
more sensors), we would expect one stoke per three seconds. How-  60ON
ever, many of these would be part of a flash of strokes separated by
only  a  few  tens  of ins.  Even  so,  the  likelihood  of overlapping
clumps,  each only 1  ms long, is very small.
30*N44.
Clearly,  a requirement  for  WVWLLN  was  to  somehow cause  4
the times of group arrival  from individual lightning strokes  to form3.  ;
non-overlapping  clumps.  A second  requirement  was to  detect  and  003
suppress  bad  locations  caused  by  including  one  or  more  sferics  2.5
(and  corresponding  times  of group  arrival)  from  lightning  strokes2
other than the stroke the location of which is sought. A third was to  3081.5
detect and remove  "rogue" times of gro up arrival from the locationI
algorithm.  This  last  requirement  is  conditional  on  the  number  of  0.5
times  of group  arrival  exceeding  the  minimum  number  allowed.
We now discuss how we incorporated these requirements.  6008
At no time was  the sensitivity of the  WWLLN lightning sen-
sors  set high  enough to  detect  all  of the  globe's lightning  strokes.  75E  I00
0E  1  25  E  150E  175
0E
However, during the  first year, when we had only six receiver sites,
a  thunderstorm  over  one  of the  sites  caused hundreds  of sample  Figure  2. A  calculation  of  the location  accuracy  of  lightniii
triggers  per second  and  overloaded  the whole  network,  such  as  it  strokes at any point on the map, assuming that each stroke w~
detected  by  all  six  receivers  (black  dots),  and that the residual
error was  5 pss  at all  points.  Only  inside  the  area bounded  by
the red lines was  the  location  error determined by  the residual
error. The  location  error increased  very  sharply  outside  of
sharp corners.
Figure  4.  Strokes  10  minutes  apart but  only  15 km  apart in
location.
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due  to  the  thunderstorm,  although  not  by  visible lightning.  As  a
result,  we  added  an  automatic  threshold  control  (ATC)  to  each
lightning  sensor to  limit the average  (over a few  minutes) number
of times of group arrival transmitted  to the central processing  com-
puter.  This  automatic  threshold  control number  is currently  set to
three times of group arrival  per second  at each WWLLN site.  This,
in  itself, reduces the  overlap  of clumps  of "monostroke"  times of
group arrival  (all from the same  lightning stroke) to the extent  that
the  clumps  span  less  than 30 ms and  are  typically spaced  300 mns
apart.
Limiting  the  detection  rate  limits  capture  (for  analysis  and
lightning location)  to strong strokes. Comparison of strokes  located
simultaneously  by both  WWALLN  and  an  MY  network  that meas-
ures  the  stroke  peak  current  revealed  that strokes  with  peak  cur-
rents less than 25 kA were rarely captured by the WWLLN.  Those
most  commonly  captured  had  peak  currents of  - 50 kA  (stronger
lightning  strokes  are more  easily captured,  but occur more rarely).
Setting  the  automatic  threshold  control  to  higher  values  (more
sferics  per  second)  would  capture  weaker  lightning,  but  would
increase  overlap  and  increase  the  cost  to  all  the  hosts  of our
WWLLN  sites  of transmitting  the  times  of group  arrival  to  the
central processing computer.
5. Location-Error Estimate  and Limiting
From  a set of five or more times of group arrival  assumed to
result  from  a common  lightning  stroke,  we  locate  the  lightning
stroke (find the latitude and longitude  of the lightning stroke) using
the  "down-hill  simplex"  method  (DHSM)  [9].  As  a  zeroth
approximation,  we  assume  the  lightning  stoke  occurred  at  the
WWLLN site (call it  X0) that received it first (has the earliest time
of group  arrival).  All  the  other  WWLLN  sites  that  detected  the
same  lightning  strike  have  later  times  of group  arrival.  We  now
calculate  what  those times  of group  arrival  would  have been  had
the lightning stroke  happened at X0. The earliest observed time of
group arrival  is that observed at X0, so that that time of group  arri-
val  is the  reference for the  other calculated  times of group  arrival
that  differ  from  those  observed.  From  the  set  of differences,  or
"errors,"  the  down-hill  simplex method  gives a direction  to move
the zeroth  approximation (X0 ) "down hill" to  a better approxima-
tion (XI). For the lightning stroke at  XI,  we calculate the times of
group arrival, compare them to the observed times of group  arrival,
etc.,  find  X2 , and so on  for many further iterations, until the vari-
ance of the  differences  is not  reduced  by  a  further iteration.  The
final  differences  are  called  the  "residuals:"  what  is  left  over  and
cannot be reduced  by further  iteration.  The square  root  of the final
variance  is  the  "residual  error."  Lightning  locations  that  have  a
residual  error  > 30 jis  are  suppressed (deleted from records).  How-
ever,  if  the  residual  error  exceeds  30 gts  and  if  the  mnuber  of
WWLLN sites exceeds  five, each providing a time of group  arrival,
we can  examine  the  individual residuals,  delete the  time of group
arrival  corresponding  to the  worst residual,  and rnm  the down-hill
simplex method process with  the remaining times of group arrival.
If  the  residual  error  still  exceeds  30 lis  and  if the  number  of
WWLLN sites  still exceeds  five,  this can be repeated  more times,
until  the  residual  error  is  reduced  below  30 pas  or the  mnuber  of
WWLLN  sites  (and  so times  of group  arrival)  is  reduced  to  five,
whichever  comes  first.  This  procedure  works  well  if the  worst
residual is due to overlap (the result of a time of group arrival from
a different lightning stroke) and is an outlier.
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The  residual  error is not a direct indication of location  error
(inverse  of location  accuracy).  That depends  on  the  sensitivity  of
the  residual  error  to  displacement  of the  lighting-stroke  position.
To illustrate  this, imagine  the Earth to be one-dimensional,  so  that
the Earth is just a single very long  line. For lightning location,  we
need  only two receivers,  A  and B,  since any  lightning must occur
on the line. Now, a lightning stroke occurs  at X, producing  a sferic
that  arrives  at WWLLN  receiver  A  at time  TOGAA  and  at  B  at
TOGA8. Our computer seeks to  locate X using the down-hill  sim-
plex  method  discussed  above.  Since  TO  GA A  is  earlier  than
TOGA8, the  zeroth  approximation,  X0, is  at A,  so the calculated
time of group arrival  for  A  is  TOGAA.  In comparing  the observed
times  of group  arrival  (TOGAA  and  TOGAB)  with  the  calculated
times  of group  arrival,  suppose  TOGA8  - TO GA.A  is  less  than  the
group  travel  time from  WWLLN receiver  A  to  B.  The  down-hill
simplex  method "decides"  that "down  hill"  is towards B,  because
moving  this way  initially  increases  the  calculated  time  of group
arrival  at A and decreases the calculated time of group arrival at B.
both of which reduce  the error until eventually  the residual  is zero
(even  though  the down-hill  simplex  method may overshoot  a few
times),  and the  lightning stroke  is  precisely located.  This  assumes
that  the  observed  times  of  group  arrival  have  no  measurement
error.  Suppose  instead  that the  random  measurement  error  in the
difference  TOGAB - TOGA A is 10 lis. This might be attributed  to a
location  error  of x kmn  along  the  line  between  A  and  B,  which
would  change both  TOGAB  and TOGAA  in opposite directions  by
x/c = 5 jis, where c is the speed of light, 0.3  km/jis,  so  x -1.5 km.
.Now,  suppose another  lightning stroke  occurs,  and again the
zeroth  approximation,  X0,  is  at  A.  In  comparing  the  observed
times  of group  arrival  with  the calculated  times  of group  arrival,
this  time  TOGAB - TOGAA  is equal to the  group travel  time from
WWLLN  receiver  A  to  B.  The  down-hill  simplex  method
"decides"  that "down  hill"  is in the  opposite direction,  away from
B  and  so  also  from  A.  Moving  this  way  increases  the  calculated
time  of group  arrival  at  A  and  increases  the  calculated  time  of
group  arrival  at  B  by exactly  the  same  amount,  so  the  difference
between  the calculated times  of group  arrival  remains equal to  the
difference between  the  observed times  of group  arrival,  regardless
of the position of X In other words, the location of X when it is not
between  A and B  is impossible.  This effect  can  also  occur  on the
real two-dimensional  Earth's surface  if we use only four WWLLN
sites,  three  of which  are  closely  grouped  and  the  fourth  is  much
fuirther  away. The  outline of the set  on  the surface  of the Earth is
thus wedge-shaped,  and then an  enduring thunderstorm occurs out-
side the wedge near the point of the wedge.  Lightning strokes pro-
duced  by this storm  are correctly located  on  the great  circle along
the  axis  of the wedge, but at  different  places  along  it. Such  situa-
tions  are  reduced  by  requiring  a minimum  of five  WVWLLN  sites
receiving the sferics  from the lightning stroke, which are less likely
to  form such wedge  shapes.  They are now  eliminated by requiring
that the lightning stroke is surrounded by receiving WWLLN sites.
The  effect just  described  arises because  in certain  directions
from  the  position  of the  lightning  stroke,  the  geometric  arrange-
ment of the receiving WWLLN  sites is  such that the residual error
varies  very slowly  so  that  its variation  is  masked  by  other  small
errors,  resulting  in false  minima  confusing  the  down-hill  simplex
method.  We detect  and eliminate  these by measuring  the variation
of the residual  error along  four directions:  N,  NE,  E, and  SE,  and
the corresponding  opposite  four directions, by symmetry.  For each
of these  directions, we deduce  a positional  error or uncertainty  for
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we delete that location measurement  from the records.
It was pointed out above that the residual error  is not a direct
indication  of location  error  (inverse  of location  accuracy).  How-
ever, it  is in  special  cases.  Consider four  WWLLN  sites  arranged
on the surface of the Earth in the form of a square, the diagonals  of
which are aligned  N-S  and E-W. The  four WWLLN sites can  then
be designated N,  E, S, and W.  The dimensions  of the square are not
important, but we suppose them to be a few Mmn  to ensure that our
approximations  are valid. A lightning stoke exactly at the center of
the square would be detected at all  four WWLLN sites at the same
instant,  that  is,  the  times  of group  arrival  (TOGA)  of the  sferic
would be the same. Now suppose a lightning stroke occurs  1.5 kmn
North of the center of the  square,  and  so  is that much closer to N,
the  northernmost  WWTLLN  site;  that much  fuirther  away  from  S;
and a trivial distance (a meter or so) further away from both E and
W.  From the  one-dimensional  case  discussed  above,  the  time of
group  arrival at N (the northernmost WVLLN site) will be reduced
5 .is, while  the  time  of  group  arrival  at  S  (the  southernmost
WWLLN  site) will be increased 5 jis.  TOGA (S)  - TOGA (N)  will
thus increase by  10 jis. The opposite will result if a lightning stroke
occurs  1.5  kIan  south of the  center of the  square,  except  it will  be
the same  trivial  distance  further away from both E and W. If many
more  lightning  strokes  occur  along  the  N-S  diagonal  at  random
distances  from  the  center  of the  square  with  a standard  deviation
(SD)  of 1.5  kIan,  the standard  deviation  of the time-of-group-arrival
difference will be 10 gis.  We have assumed that the displacement is
from  the  exact  center  of the  square,  and  exactly  along  the  N-S
diagonal.  This  assumption was to avoid any change  to the times of
group  arrival  at  E  and  W.  Since  the  diagonals  are  thousands  of
times  longer  than the  displacements  used here,  we  can  expect  the
same results provided the random displacements  are parallel to N-S
but  displacements  normal  to  N-S  are  constant  (and  very  small
compared to the dimensions  of  the square).
Had we chosen  the E-W  diagonal  instead of the N-S  diago-
nal, then a random  distribution of strokes  along (or merely parallel
to)  the  E-W  diagonal  with  a  standard  deviation  of 1.5  kmn  would
give  a standard deviation  of the  time of group  arrival E-W  differ-
ences of 10 las.  We  now replace  the random  displacements in only
one  direction  (parallel  to  one diagonal)  with  independent  random
displacements  in  both  directions,  E-W  (which we call  x) and N-S
(y),  such that both displacement  components,  x and y, have a stan-
dard  deviation  of 1.5  kmn  (giving  a  radial  displacement  standard
deviation of 1.  5._Ianm), so  the standard  deviation of the differences
in times  of group  arrival  at  diagonally  opposite  WWLLN  sites  at
the corners of the square  are  10 las.
Having  found  the  effect  on  the  times  of group  arrival  of a
normal  distribution  of  lightning  strokes  about  the  center  of the
square, we  reverse  the process  to find the  effect  of random meas-
urement  errors  of the  times  of group  arrival  (all  with  the  same
standard  deviation)  on the  lightning-stroke  location error.  Moving
a lightning stroke towards a WWLLN  site moves it away from one
in the  opposite  direction  because  the  WWLLN  sites  are  fixed, so
the times of group arrival  are  coupled.  To estimate  stroke-location
errors  from  independently random  time-of-group-arrival  errors, to
get  a standard  deviation  of 10 las  in  the time-of-group-arrival  dif-
ferences for times of group  arrival at diagonally opposite  WWiLLN
sites, the standard deviation  of each  individual  time of group  arri-
val should be  I  O/Jr2 jis. The  location error in kmn per microsecond
of time-of-group-arrival  error  (assuming  this  to  be  the  residual
error)  is  hence  1  .5Vik1m  divided  by  1o/-li gs,  which  is  c,  the
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speed of light, 0.3 km/ps. This is deduced for a stroke in the center
of a square defined by four WWLLN sites, the times of group arri-
val  at which have  the  same error  standard deviation,  resulting  in a
purely radial error standard deviation  (the same in all directions).
Thus,  at least for the  special center-of-square model, the rela-
tionship  between the location  error  and the residual  error is simply
c, the speed of light. Is this true for every point inside the square?
To  check  this,  we considered  a  large  array  of points  in the
square.  At  each  point  in  the  square,  we  moved  the  "lightning
stroke" by small but random displacements of x and y such that the
radial displacements  had a normal distribution  of a given  standard
deviation  that was  the  same  for  all points,  while  all displacement
directions  were uniformly  represented.  This  also  showed  that  the
relationship  between  the  location  error  and  the  residual  error  is
simply c, the speed of light, at all points inside the  square.
This  process  was  also  used  to make  the map  shown as  Fig-
ure 2.  This map  extends in  latitude from  Antarctica  to beyond the
Arctic, and in longitude to include  all of Asia. It shows the original
six  lightning-location  sites  (black-filled  circles)  of what  was  to
become  the WWLLN.  Following  the red lines clockwise  from  the
right-most, the sites are Dunedini, Perth, Singapore, Osaka, Darwin,
and Brisbane.  For each point of the map, the time  of group  arrival
at  each of the  six  sites of a sferic  (from a stroke)  at that point was
calculated. Taking this  point and the resulting times  of group  arri-
val  as  a  reference,  the  "stroke"  was  moved  randomly in  distance
and direction  about that point. The  standard deviation  of the radial
displacement  required  to  make  the  residual  error  equal 5 las  was
recorded as a color shown on the scale.
The highest  location accuracy was  for  strokes inside  the  area
bounded by the red lines, where  the error was  - 1.5 kin, which was
c (0.3  km/gs)  times the  residual  error  (0.5  ps).  This  demonstrated
that  the  location error is c  times the residual error  provided the
lightning occurs inside the area bounded by  the sites receiving it.
Using the yellow  line as  a boundary,  giving a trapezoidal  shape to
enclosed  area,  the  location  error was  nearer 2 kmn  at  the  SE  end
near Dunedin.  This  was reasonably  consistent with our (center-of-
a-square) model, which would have  an error of - 2 km. The impor-
tant feature of Figure 2 is the way the accuracy  changed outside  the
area  bounded  by  the  lines:  the  area  surrounded  by  the  lightning
sensors.
The decrease  in accuracy  (increase  in location  error)  changed
slowly outside  the  midpoint of a boundary,  but  quickly  outside  a
corner  (a  receiving  site)  of the  bounded  area,  depending  on  the
sharpness  of the  corner.  The  angles  at  Perth  and  Singapore  are
- 120',  and  showed  a  moderately  sharp  drop-off.  The  angle  at
Osaka  is  .- 6011,  which  gave  a  sharper  drop-off,  while  that  at
Dunedin  is  - 300,  which  gave  a very sharp  drop-off in  accuracy,
and  so  an increase  in  error, in  a  distance  of a  few  kmn.  This  was
consistent with  our one-dimensional  world, where the location of a
stroke not between A and B had no accuracy (unlimited error).
All  WWL  locations  now  made  available  are  of lightning
strokes  surrounded  by  active  WWLLN  sites,  and  have  residual
errors  < 30 gs,  corresponding  to  rms location  errors  < 9 kmn.  The
residual  errors were obtained  from  the down-hill  simplex  method.
This  provides  a built-in  accuracy  measure  (provided the lightning
strokes  are surrounded by  WWLLN  sites).  Location  using  only
three  WWLLN  sites,  while  not allowed  by the  down-hill  simplex
method  and  which  gives  rise  to  location  ambiguities  using  any
time-based method,  provides no accuracy  measure:  an error in one
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indication  of it being  erroneous.  The  minimum  for the  down-hill
simplex  method  is four  WWLLN  sites, but we found that the  data
quality  was  significantly  improved  by  requiring  more  than  four
WWLLN  sites.  This  loses  weak  strokes  that  are  detected  by  the
four  nearest  WVWLLN  sites  but  not  by  a  fifth  and  more  distant
W*WLLN  site.
The  relationship  between  the  radial  rms  location  error,  Ar,
and  the  residual  error,  At,  is  simply  Ar =cAt,  where
c =0.3 km/Rs, provided the lightning stroke is surrounded  by light-
ning  sensors.  This  requirement  means  that  the lightning  stroke  is
inside the  perimeter  defined  by the  polygon of the  WWLLN  sites
that detected  the stroke.  We  test for such "surroundedness"  by cal-
culating  (by  spherical  geometry)  the  direction  from  the  lightning
location to each  lightning sensor used in the location.  The range of
directions must exceed  1800  or else  the location  is rejected.  Thus,
all lightning locations  provided  to  anyone have passed  this test, in
which case the relationship above  can be used in reverse to find the
error  in  the  time  of the  lightning  stroke,  which  is  therefore  the
residual  error.  To  see  this,  suppose the residual  error is  30  his,  so
the mis radial  error is 9 kmn.  In  determining the lightning location,
we begin  at the lightning sensor that had the earliest time of group
arrival (the first WWLLN site to receive the lightning stroke).  Call
that site  A. By  GPS,  we know  the  position  of A to  within  a  few
meters,  and  we  know  the  time  of group  arrival  to  within  a  few
microseconds:  let's  suppose  we  know  the  time  of  group  arrival
exactly. To determine  the time the lightning stroke occurred, which
must be earlier  than reception  at A,  we must  subtract the time  for
travel  from the  stoke  to  A  (at  the  group  velocity).  However,  the
distance  is  uncertain  by  9  kin,  so  the  travel  time  is  uncertain  by
30 jis. Thus,  At  is equal to the residual error, in this case 30  i±s.
It is important  to  note that the necessity of "surroundedness"
for adequate  accuracy is not specific to  the WWLLN.  It applies  to
all lightning location networks that use timing alone for location.
6. Detection  Efficiency
A global network has the advantage of no boundaries  - every
position  a  lightning  stroke  could  happen  at  is  surrounded  by
receiving  sites  -which  appears to  avoid the problem we had when
lightning  strokes  as  far  away  as  Africa  or America  firom  our  six-
station network could be detected but not accurately located.  How-
ever, this ignores  some problems.  First, the  ice cover on Antarctica
(up  to  4 kmn  deep)  may be  a barrier  to VLF propagation  across  it.
This means that the two WWLLN sites in Antarctica  (Rothera and
Davis) are vital for location  of lightning south of the southern con-
tinents.  Second,  temporary  outages  of one  or two WWLLN  sites
are  not  uncommon,  so  although  a  lightning  stroke  maybe  sur-
rounded  by WWLLN  sites, outages of one or two might reduce the
number of active sites to  less than the minimum required  for loca-
tion. Third,  a lightning stroke must be strong enough to be detected
by this minimum (currently set at  five) after travel of several  thou-
sand kilometers.
Although  the  WWLLN  covers  the  whole  world,  we  must
limit  the  number of lightning  strokes  detected  by  each  WWLLN
site  for  two  reasons.  The  first  is  to  reduce  the  probability  of a
bunch of sferics arriving over a period of 30 ms not being  from the
same  lightning  stroke.  If we  increase  the  sensitivity  to  detect  all
sferics,  the  overlap  would remove  any pattern of bunches of sfer-
ics.  We  currently  achieve  this by  limiting reception  to  an  average
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(over  a minute or  so) of about  three  sferics  per second.  Since  we
reduce  the  detection  rate  by  raising  the  detection  threshold,  this
means we detect  the strongest  300  sferics  in  a period  of 100 sec-
onds (we put it like this because only  the average  detection  rate is
three  per  second).  The  computer  at  each  WWLLN  site  analyses
each  set of 64 samples  grabbed.  If on analysis  this set shows  zero
or  false  Earth-ionosphere  waveguide  dispersion,  it  is  rejected  as
spurious,  and  does not  affect the  automatic  threshold  control  set-
ting.
Each  WVILLN  site  has its  automatic threshold  control  set so
that  it detects  an average  of three  sferics per second,  all  of which
pass  the  tests  and which  exceed  the  amplitude  threshold.  During
the decade or so when Omega was the global navigation  system (it
used  the VLF band, as does the WWLLN),  Omega receivers  occa-
sionally  reported  all eight  transmitters.  VLF  communications  sig-
nals  have  been  observed  to  travel  the  "long  way  around"  (e.g.,
30 Mm  instead  of  10 Mm)  [10].  This  may  also  happen  in  the
WVILLN,  so we reject  lightning  locations  from  a  set  of times of
group  arrival  if they  include  one  corresponding  to  an  Earth-iono-
sphere  waveguide  travel  beyond  13.3  Mm  (one-third  the  way
around  the Earth).  This limit is imposed lest the actual travel  is the
long way around (26.7 Mm) at much lower attenuation.
From  this,  we  concluded  that  each  WW.LLN  site detects  an
average  of three lightning  strokes  per second  from distances  up to
13.3  Mmn  (one-third the  way  around  the  world).  This  corresponds
to 75%  of the world's  surface where lightning happens,  so that the
WWLLN  has  access  to  an  average  of four  lightn-ing  strokes  per
second  from  the whole world  (deduced  from  3/s  from  75%  of the
world). If all these were located,  it would  be the  maximum possi-
ble, so in this sense the efficiency would be  100%.
During  the  31  days  of May,  2007,  the  number of lightning
locations by the WWLLN during each day ranged  from  123,471  on
May 28,  to 233,962  on May 13, corresponding  to 24 hour averages
of  1.43/s  and  2.71/s,  respectively.  The  average  over  the  whole
month  was  1.75/s. In  terms  of the  maximum  possible of locating
every  stroke  accessible  to  WWLLN  (4/s),  the  efficiency  ranged
from 36% (May  28)  to  68% (May  13),  with the  May  average  of
44%. Taking the global flash rate [5]  as  100/s (all flashes with peak
currents  >1 kA),  then  4/s  implied  the  strongest  4%  of  flashes.
About  4% of flashes have  peak currents  > 70 kA  [2],  so  we might
claim that WWLLN locates  about 45% of flashes having peak  cur-
rents above 70 kA.
We  stress that the WWLLN was  never intended to locate  all
lightning,  so  the  conventional  definition  of "efficiency"  has  little
relevance.  On  the  other  hand,  we  have  introduced  checks  to
exclude  from  our records  any lightning locations  that do not meet
our standards of accuracy.
7. World Map
Figure 3 is a four-panel  world  map. Each panel is the  whole
world  on the same  day (May 1, 2007),  and shows  the 30 WWLLN
sites  from  left  to  right  (increasing  longitude):  Honolulu,  Tahiti,
Seattle,  LANL,  Mexico,  Peru,  MIT,  Rothera;  Puerto  Rico,
Cordoba,  Sao  Paulo,  Ascension  1, Lisbon,  Sheffield,  Budapest;
Hermanus,  Sodankyla,  Durban,  Tel  Aviv,  Moscow,  Davis,
Lanzhou;  Singapore,  Perth,  Darwin,  Osaka,  Kingston,  Brisbane,
Dunedin,  Suva.  These are  separated in  this list by commas, except
that where  two sites in this list have nearly the same  longitude but
are  in  opposite hemispheres  (e.g.,  Rothera;  Puerto  Rico),  they are
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inside  of which  is red asterisk if that  site  was active  at  that time.
Only one site (MIT) was inactive, and that was only at 00:00 UT.
Each  panel  shows  a  40-minute  period  prior  to  00:00 UT,
06:00 UT,  12:00 UT,  18:00 UT.  The 40-minute period was divided
into  four  periods  of  10  minutes  by  the  color  of the  lightning
strokes, which  are shown as dots. Those occurring during the latest
10  minutes,  ending in the time shown  in the heading  of the panel,
are  blue  and  larger.  For  example,  the  bottom-left  panel  shows
strokes  occurring  during  the  40  minutes  from  11:20 UT  to
12:00 UT.  Those  occurring  during  11:20  to  11:30  are  red  dots,
those occurring during  11:30 to  11:40 are yellow dots, those occur-
ring  during  11:40  to  11:50  are  green  dots,  and  those  occurring
during  11:50 to  12:00 are larger blue dots.
The  colored  dots  were  plotted  in  reverse  order,  obscuring
later dots plotted beneath:  first the most recent (large blue, 240 kmn
diameter  as  measured  on  the  surface  of the  Earth,  so  the  dot
diameter  can be used  as  a  scale),  then the  smaller  green,  yellow,
and red (all  120 kmn diameter),  in that order. If there was a lightning
stroke in the same place  in each of the four  1  0-minute periods, the
large blue dot appears with the red dot in its center.  If all  were pre-
cisely in the  same place, the red  dot would hide the  green and yel-
low dots.  When  the  alignment  was not  within  15  Ian, the  yellow
dot was  not completely obscured  (but may obscure the green dot),
so  a thin  (15  1am,  corresponding  to  one pixel)  crescent  is  visible.
An  example is shown in Figure  4.
The terminator, the sunrise-sunset  curve,  is a great circle, but
appears  on this projection  as  a quasi-sinusoidal  white  curve. The
grey  part  is  the  part of the  Earth's  surface  in  daylight,  while  the
black  part  is  at  night.  Note  that  in  all  figures,  including  those
below,  the  terminator  moves  left with  time.  If night (black)  is  on
the right side, the  terminator  marks  sunset.  If night  is on  the  left
side, the terminator marks sunrise. Figures 4, 5, and 6 have all been
made  from Figure 3 by expanding the  PDF of Figure 3, making  a
screen  shot of the section  required,  and  suitably  cropping  it. This
is  to illustrate  the versatility of the  WWLLN  world maps, but for
serious research, one requires the tabulated data.
At this  time  of the  year  (May  1, about  six  weeks  after  the
equinox),  it was  spring  in  the  northern  hemisphere,  and  autumn
(fall)  in  the  southern  hemisphere.  Above  800'N,  it  was continu-
ously sunlit, and it was continuously nighttime at southern latitudes
south  of  800 S. Lightning  at  mid-latitudes  over  land  tends  to  be
most common in the  local summer.  This time  of the year is spring
for the  USA  and  Europe,  and  autumn  (fall)  for Australia.  At low
latitudes  near the equator, there  is always lightning,  mainly on the
sumnmer side.
In middle latitudes, lightning over land tends to occur in local
late  afternoon  and  early  evening.  The  top-left  panel  shows  the
world  at 00:00 UT,  and  so it  was  local  midnight  in  England  and
west Africa, but near sunset in the Americas. Lightning appeared in
the  Amazon basin,  and also  in the USA  south of the Great Lakes,
west  of  Boston.  The  bottom-left  panel  shows  the  world  at
12:00 UT,  and  so  midday  in  England  and  west  Africa,  but  near
sunrise  in  the  Americas.  There  was  almost  no  lightning  in  the
Amazon basin or over land in the USA,  although there was a bunch
of lightning over the Atlantic Ocean about 1500 km  east of Boston.
All  panels  showed  lightning near Panama at all times  of the
day. A similar  lack of diurnal variation  appeared  in the Indonesian
archipelago  and  equatorial  Africa.  However,  closer  examination
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showed-fthat  near  sunrise,  the  lightning  tended  to  occur  over  the
sea, while near sunset, the lightning tended to occur over land. This
is illustrated  at these times in Figures 5 and 6.
As seen  on all  four panels of Figure 3, lightning  in the mid-
Pacific  was  common  near  Tahiti.  Winter  lightning  was  virtually
non-existent  over  mainland  Australia,  but  common  over  the
2000-kmn  wide Tasman  Sea,  between  Australia  and New  Zealand.
There was  clear evidence  that strokes  over sea were  often  stronger
than  strokes over  land, thus  winter lightning  over  both the  Japan
Sea and the Pacific Ocean near Japan  was frequently strong  enough
to  trigger  sprites  (optical  phenomenon  requiring  darkness  to
observe)  and  trimpis  (localized  ionospheric  perturbations)  [11].
The  study of positive  and  negative  strokes  over  the  Gulf Stream
showed  that lightning  over the  ocean  was  more  intense  than over
the North American continent [  12].
Winter  storms  over  the  eastern  coast  of the  Mediterranean
showed  a  similar diurnal  variation,  as seen  in Figures 5 and 6 for
equatorial  regions  (where  there  is  no  winter).  The  maximum  in
lightning  activity over  the sea was at  0500 LST  (local  solar time),
and over land at  1300 LST [13].
As  explained above,  the  WWLLN  locates  only  strong light-
ning  (peak currents  > 70 kA),  so lightning locations over sea might
feature more prominently in WWLLN data than in other lightning-
location  systems.  This  is  mainly because  land-based  MF  systems
cannot  accurately  locate  lightning  over sea  unless  the  sea is  sur-
rounded  by  the  system,  but  partly  because  such  systems  locate
lightning with peak  currents  over  5 kA,  which  amount  to 80% of
lightning [10].
It is perhaps surprising how much can be seen on a single day
on the  world  map: the  diurnal  and seasonal  variation  of lightning
occurrence  over  land  at  mid-latitudes;  the  very  different,  almost
anti-phase  diurnal  and  seasonal  variation  of occurrence  over  the
sea; and curious lightning occurrences  over mid-ocean.
8.  A Summary  of Research  Results with
the WWLLN
We  consider  these  results  under  three  categories:  regional
detection  efficiency,  global  network  coverage  of tropical  "chim-
neys," and targeted geophysical/meteorological  studies.
8.1  Regional Detection  Efficiency for the
WWLLN
A  number  of investigations  have  combined  local  lightning-
network  observations  [14-19]  to  make  estimates  of the  detection
efficiency of the  WWLLN in  these regions.  These  were primarily
for ground flashes,  but the last of these used lightning observations
from  space.  Key  aspects  of  these  studies  are  summarized  in
Table 1. In  judging  the  significance  of  these  numbers,  certain
qualifications  need be  considered,  as  summarized  in the  final  col-
umn of the table.  The initial investigation by Lay [14]  was charac-
terized  as  a  "worst-case  scenario"  because  it was  undertaken  in
Brazil,  where  the WWLLN network coverage  at  that time  (and see
Table 2)  was  quite  limited.  The  detection  efficiency  for  ground
flashes  was  found  to be  0.3%.  This study  also  first identified  the
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Study  Location  Local  Network  Detectienc  Qualifications
[14]  Brazil  Brazil  Integrated Network  (BIN)  0.3%  CG flashes
[15]  Australia  Kattron  1%  CG flashes
[16]  Australia  Kattron  25%  Single day
_________  ______________________  ________(IC±CG  flashes)
[17]  USA  Los Alamos Sferic Array (LASA)  4%  IP> 40OkA
New  New Zealand Lightning Deecio  %  (IC+C  flashes)
[18]  Zealand  Network (NZLDN)  104%  >50C  klashs
[19]  Six regions  FORTE (satellite)  0.7%  FOLLN (ICG)
Table 2. WWLLN Expansion: Station numbers by year
and hemisphere.
Eastern  Western Year  Hemisphere  Hemisphere  Reference_
2004  9  2  [15]
2005_  12  6  [16]
12006  1  14  1  6  [  17]
12006  1  13  1  9  1  [18]
increase  of WWLLN detection  efficiency  with  lightning peak cur-
rent.
In  later  work by Rodger  [18]  in  New Zealand,  the  detection
efficiency  was  found to  be larger by  an  order of magnitude  in  the
Eastern Hemisphere,  where  the  WWLLN  station  density  is maxi-
mum  (see  Table 2)  [16,  18].  Rodger  also  estimated  the  detection
efficiency  for IC  (intracloud)  strokes  with the New Zealand  Light-
ning Detection Network,  and  found that  10% of these events  were
detected by the WWLLN [  18].
Jacobson  [17],  using  both  the  Los  Alamos  Sferics  Array
(LASA)  and the National  Lightning Detection Network in the US,
showed  detection efficiency as  a function of lightning peak current.
This  indicated an  asymptote at about 4% as peak current  continued
to  increase.  These  results  suggest  a problem with  data  processing
rather  than  signal  strength  in  further  improvements  of detection
efficiency toward  the  long-term  WWLLN goal  of 50%  for  cloud-
to-ground  lightning [  15].
The  most  recent  study  in  detection  efficiency  [19]  used  a
satellite  platform  for  comparison.  The  detection  efficiencies
(WWLLN/FORTE)  in  Table 1 are  lower  than other results  in  the
table,  simply because  the FORTE satellite  is a superior detector of
intracloud  lightning, whereas  the WWLLN  is a superior  a detector
for  ground  flashes.  In  all  other  studies  in  Table 1, ground-flash
networks  were used as "truth."
8.2 Global Network Coverage
One  important  measure  of this  network's  success  at  world-
wide lightning  location is  in its documentation  of the Earth's most
prominent  regional  lightning  features:  the  tropical  "chimneys."
These  three  prominent  land  regions  - the  Maritime  Continent,
Africa,  and the Americas  -figure  prominently in the modulation of
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the  global  electrical  circuit  [20]  and  the  "Carnegie  Curve"  of
atmospheric  electricity.  Analysis  of global thunder  days  [21]  and
the  satellite optical  measurements  [22-24] have  shown a consistent
climatological  ranking  of the lightning  counts,  with  Africa  gener-
ally dominating,  and the Maritime Continent (despite its large area)
in third place.
Three well-defined  spatial maxima in lightning were apparent
in  all  global  maps  produced  by the  WWLLN  since  2004,  but  the
measured relative  strengths  of the three maxima were clearly influ-
enced  by the heterogeneity  of station  locations.  The maturation of
the  WWLLN  over time  was  quantified  in  a series  of publications
[15-18].  These  results  are  summarized  in  Table 2,  which  also
includes  the number of stations  in the Eastern  and Western  Hemi-
spheres over time.
The station density in the Eastern Hemisphere (where the net-
work originated,  in  New Zealand)  has  dominated  from  the outset.
In  the first WWLLN  study [16] to produce a global  map, the light-
ning  in the  Maritime  Continent  dominated  that in  South  America
(where the continental  station density was  least) by a factor of two.
In  the  most recently  published  global map  [18],  using  more  than
four times as  many stations in the  Western Hemisphere  as in 2004,
the Americas  increased  in relative  importance,  and  were showing
- 80%  as  many  flashes  as  the  Maritime  Continent.  Africa,  the
dominant  lightning  chimney  in  other  studies,  remained  in  third
place  with the most recent network configuration,  but only a single
WWVLLN station was then in place within the African continent.
The  foregoing  results  and  the  general  requirement  that  five
stations  be involved  in a reliable  WWLLN network  lightning loca-
tion  make it  apparent  that more-uniform  station  density is  needed
for representative  global mapping of lightning flashes, at least with
data-processing  methods  currently  in  place.  However,  network
expansion  is  currently  in the  works  toward  remedying  this  situa-
tion.
8.3 Targeted  Geophysical and
Meteorological Studies with the WWLLN
Several recent publications  have made use of the WWLLN as
the main  observational  component of the investigation  [25,  19,  26-
28].  These studies are reviewed in turn.
Holzworth  et al.  [25]  investigated the role  of lightning  in the
global electrical circuit. Comparisons  of the vertical current density
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Authorized licensed use limited to: Murdoch University. Downloaded on July 13,2010 at 07:31:22 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. Figure 5. Enlarged sections from the panels of Figure 3, showing the equatorial  West Africa coast. The WWLLN site is Ascension
1. The  left panel  was at 00:60 UT,  which  was  also local  time. The terminator  marks sunrise and crossed  the equator (horizontal
line) where the zero meridian  (longitude = 00) intersected the equator. The grub shape of lightning locations over the sea spread in
time over the full 40 minutes and over the sea by a few hundred km. In each of over 10 positions, at least one, but probably several,
lightning  strokes  occurred  in  each of the  four 10-minute periods.  In the  right panel, the terminator marked the  sunset. The time
was 18:00 in both UT  and local. This  enlargement was also taken from Figure 3  (the 18:00 UT  panel). In this case, there was more
lightning, and most of it was over land, just inland from the coast.
Figure  6. Sections  from the 00:00 UT  and 12:00 UT  panels of Figure 3, enlarged more than in Figure 5. The dotted horizontal line
is the  equator,  1200  E  longitude  is the  right-hand  border of both panels,  and the WWLLN  site was  Singapore.  Local solar  time
spanned from 6 am (sunrise) to 8 am for the left panel, and 6 pm (sunset) to 8 pm for the right paneL The  three main landmasses
are Thailand-Vietnam  (upper left), Indonesia (lower left), and Borneo  (lower right). As in Figure 5, lightning was mainly over the
sea at 7 am and over land at 7 pm.
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fling counts were  made over  a two-week  time  interval. These  two
continuous  time  series  were  dominated  by  a pronounced  diurnal
variation in both quantities. The  diurnal variation of current density
varied  by  more  than  a  factor  of two,  in  contradiction  to  other
results  on  the  diurnal  variation  of  the  global  circuit  [29].  The
measured  correlation  was  undoubtedly  dominated  by  the  pro-
nounced  diurnal signal in both  quantities. Phase comparisons  over
the UT diurnal  cycle were problematic because  of the present het-
erogeneous  coverage  of  the  three  tropical  chimneys  by  the
WWLLN,  as  discussed  earlier. Further  studies  of this kind will be
valuable when  a more-uniform  station density  is achieved,  so that
correlations  for individual  tropical chimneys are possible.
Lay et  al.  [19]  subdivided  the globe  into  six  large regions to
investigate the  relative  local  diurnal  variation  of lightning  activity
with WWLLN observations.  Despite the evidence  that the majority
of  WWLLN  detections  were  larger-than-average-peak-current
flashes  to  ground,  the  general  diurnal  amplitude  variations  and
phase of these  measured  variations  were  broadly  consistent  with
results  in  other  studies involving  both  ground-based  observations
of CG (cloud-to-ground)  activity  [30]  and  satellite-based  observa-
tions  of total  lightning activity  [31].  For  land, regions  the  ampli-
tude  variations  were  pronounced  (factors  of  five  to  10),  with
maxima  consistently  in  the  late  afternoon,  in  agreement  with  the
classical  analysis  of the global  electrical  circuit  using thunder day
data  [20].  Regional  variations  in  the  phase  of maximum  activity
were apparent,  and  were likely related  to the  variable mix  of con-
vective  and  mesoscale  thunderstorms.  The  oceanic  records  in  all
six  regions  had  comparatively  flat  diurnal  amplitude  variations,
consistent  with  other  studies  on  total  lightning  activity  observed
from space [31,  22].
Ortega and  Guignes  [26]  made valuable use of the WWLLN
coverage over the Pacific Ocean (where lightning documentation is
unavailable  from other  networks)  to  investigate  the  seasonal  and
inter-annual behavior of the South Pacific Convergence Zone. This
major  tropical  convective  feature,  extending  zonally  for  sixty
degrees  of longitude,  is  an  extension  of the  inter-tropical  conver-
gence zone in the western Pacific  Ocean.  The seasonal  variation of
lightning features  generally  followed the seasonal variation in rain-
fall,  with  maxima  in  the  southern  summer,  consistent  with  the
South  Pacific  Convergence  Zone's  southern  hemisphere  promi-
nence. The WWLLN-observed  lightning activity tended  to be asso-
ciated with more-moderate  rainfall  rates. On  the inter-annual  time
scale,  four  years of WWLLN  observations  showed this  long band
in the  warm  El  Nifto  phase.  This  behavior  was  consistent  with
inferences  drawn  from  Schumann-resonance  observations  [32-33]
concerning  the inter-annual variations  in the latitudinal  position of
the  global  tropical  lightning  over  the  ENSO  (El  Nifio-southem
oscillation) time scale.
Solarzano  et  al.  [27]  also  exploited  the  oceanic  lightning
coverage  provided  by  the  WWLLN  to  investigate  lightning  varia-
tions  in tropical  cyclones.  As  with other  studies  over oceans  with
land-based  VLF  networks  [34],  the  lightning  in  hurricanes  and
typhoons  was  comparatively  rich  for  this  special mode of oceanic
convection.  The  spatial  resolution  of the WWLLN  was just  ade-
quate  to  distinguish  lightning  origins  in  the  convective  eyewall
region  and in  the outer  rain bands.  The rain  bands were  shown  to
be  the  dominant  feature  in  the  lightning  production  from  such
storms, and  this was  perhaps  consistent with the evidence  that the
predominant  WWLLN  target  is  high-peak-current  ground  flashes.
The phase  relationships  shown  there  between  bursts  of electrical
activity and the deepening of these storms were somewhat less well
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defined than what was  demonstrated  recently with LASA  observa-
tions  [35]  and  additional unpublished observations by Los Alamos
National  Laboratory.  This  was  probably because  intracloud  light-
ning was more prevalent in this data set,  and is a consistently better
indicator of convective development.
Despite  the  evidence  for  under-representation  of  African
lightning  activity  in the  current  WWLLN  station  configurations
[  18-19],  Price  et  al.  [28]  identified an  interesting precursory signal
in East African  lightning  several thousand  kilometers  upstream  of
hurricane  activity  off the  west  coast  in  the  Atlantic  Ocean,  by
examining  daily  flash  counts  there.  Given  the  well-established
westward  progression  of storm  systems  in  African  easterly waves
(AEWs),  these  results  supported  new  ideas  that  the  origin  and
maintenance  of the African easterly  waves are more clearly tied to
the  moist convection  within them than  to  the baroclimic  instability
of a zonal jet [36].  This  study by Price et al.  [28]  was  included  in
Discover magazine's list of 50 most important findings in 2007.
9. Conclusions
The  WWLLN  covers  the  whole  world  with  a  single  set  of
lightning sensors  and  redundant lightning data  processors, all hav-
ing the same design  and software.  The use  of VLF propagation  in
the  Earth-ionosphere  waveguide  allows  detection of strong  light-
ning strokes, up to the  imposed limit of 13.3  Mm (one-third of the
way around the world).
Using only the VLF electric field allows such lightning detec-
tion in urban areas on a  1 m whip antenna. with adequate signal-to-
noise ratio.  All  of the WWLLN  sites are on university or research-
institute  campuses,  observatories,  or  Antarctic  bases.  Using  the
entire globe,  there are  no borders  to the  area covered,  so all  light-
ning strokes are surrounded by lightning sensors, but not all strokes
are detected  by  surrounding  sensors.  All  lightning strokes  located
by  the  WWLLN  are tested  for  such  "surroundedness."  Locations
failing the test are rejected.
The  continuously  available  WWLLN  observations  have  also
been  profitably  used  in  a number  of scientific  investigations  for
meteorological/lightning  context.  These cases include  the observa-
tion of an unusual transient luminous  event from the NASA  Space
Shuttle [37],  the  incidence of lightning-generated  whistlers  propa-
gating between  conjugate points  in Europe  and in  Africa  [38],  the
documentation  of a sprite-producing  storm in the  lee of the Andes
in  Argentina  [39],  the  application  of  lightning  sensing  to  the
warning  of severe  weather [40],  the  characterization  of sprite-par-
ent  lightning  flashes  in  wintertime  over  the  Mediterranean  Sea
[41], the  initial detection  of sprites  over China  [42],  the documen-
tation of a negative  ground flash causal to a sprite-halo  [43], and as
a proxy  global  map of sprite  activity  [44].  The  convenient  use  of
the  WWLLN  as  support  for these  and  other  kinds  of analyses  is
expected  to continue  and expand.
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